On
the Algebraical Analogues of Logical Relations. [N In (d) one term on the right m ust= l, and each one of the rest must = 0. This has no logical analogue. The ambiguity is diminished by taking some relation between x and , a xy'= 0, and hence, by (d), ls s x y + x 'y + x 'y ', . . . . . . . ( e ) showing that one of three (instead of four) terms must = 1 , and each of the other two must = 0 . This has also no logical analogue. But in (e) we find that x occurs only in the term xy, and y' only in the term x'y', whereas x' and y' both occur in two terms. This is the only relation useful in logic. But further, owing to the necessity for all terms vanish ing except one, there can be only one term in which x occurs, in which case neither x' nor y' can occur, and there may be no such term. This again has no logical analogue.
In logic (only a primary proposition being considered for brevity) let TJ be the things themselves in the " universe of our discourse " (ibid. p. 44), X those among them having the name Xn and attribute X", and similarly for T , Yn, Y0. Also let X', Y ' be those things among them which are not X and Y. Let XY mean those things X which are also things Y, and YX those things Y which are also things X. Let P = Q mean that the group of things P is the same as the group of things Q. Then, disregarding the order in which attributes occur, and the number of times that they recur, X Y = YX, and X = X X . The difference between the laws of such an algebra and of logical caculation, therefore, appears to be one of principle and not of interpreta tion only.
